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I’m not entirely sure if I could explain what this book is Other than that it is a Compilation Of
multiple tunes, songs, rhythms, and thoughts inside of my mind. But I have no musical talent, so
wanting to keep them as my own, I have put them here into words, rather than butchering them
in song. I hope you enjoy it for what it is worth, keeping in mind that traditional thinking about
verbal usage may drive one insane, as these are hymns of the mental state. For those willing to
go along on the journey I hope it to be entertaining at best, enlightening at worst. And for those
who cannot stand to see our language misused in such fashions, I apologize for having wasted
your time..



MUESEEKAA magical thing happens when someone is allowed to suffer
enough to feel the deep roots of history, but have joy enough to want to share feelings and
experiences.I hope that I have made something different here, but I have sadly not had much
time to read and view others works. So I cannot say if something else like this is out there. But if
that is the case. Much luve to whatever madman or madwomen made it. Because this is a flow of
mental music the likes of which I have never wrote before. And I feel I may never get this level
inspiration again, because it levels up each time. So this is something that I know I will move
past, and yearn for at the same time, as I have enjoyed it so, but as a jug once poured needs to
be filled, a story once bleed needs to be read before the energy may move forward. these are
small tunes and thoughts, with and without rhythm, that in the big picture make up a story of my
current state of mind. Whether you hate or love it, thank you for coming along for the ride, and
leaping down the rabbit hole. The with rabbit is out for dinner, but something has infected this
place. You can find some things that were not here, are not here, time and space fade, life
begins and ends in each verse, touching each notion of human dignity. Welcome to a madmans
art. Welcome to MUESEEKA. Everything we desire, burning above us, without wanting, asking
only to see past ourselves, such beauty in such death. We cry tears of pain while laughing
joyously. so many under the boot, so few holding it. We all support it. A coin needs both sides, to
keep one favorably is the goal. And the house can win once its done, chance can be a fickle
mistress and leaves the victor to be decided. I’m not entirely sure if I could explain what this book
is Other than that it is a Compilation Of multiple tunes, songs, rhythms, and thoughts inside of
my mind. But I have no musical talent, so wanting to keep them as my own, I have put them here
into words, rather than butchering them in song. I hope you enjoy it for what it is worth, keeping
in mind that traditional thinking about verbal usage may drive one insane, as these are hymns of
the mental state. For those willing to go along on the journey I hope it to be entertaining at best,
enlightening at worst. And for those who cannot stand to see our language misused in such
fashions, I apologize for having wasted your time.. Wrote in a day Or wrote in a week words on
the paper These things do not keepA date, it can lie, so tragic at first, spinning it over, a thought
so divine .Ripping in time, destroying the line. Pain we can feel, and pain we can seeWe never
know which is felt by the disease.Perspective is truth, but germs shall they fear. When cleansing
is coming, and retribution is near.Standing so still, we hear the great thunder, fear rises from
places, sitting far under.Like babes dashed on rocks, we wither and scream.Merciless and
bloody, such a calculated thing.Truthers needing not to see, they are quite the concern.The fear
of a child, it bubbles and grows, in places only the real god can know.Feeding the lies, and
choking the truth, our addiction keeps growing.No hope for the youth. A writer of fear, so strange
the sound pain, of our combined madness , a beautiful thing. Geometry of the angels , built
worlds from our souls, master of races past, coming to and fro. One cycle a beautiful thing, the
next a horror sight, finally we blend it true, and we make it all so right. A Strange tune , distant
ringing of the immortal gears , we awake on a far shore, burning candles of the horizon, we are
small , lost in a strange world. Our music is the only thing keeping the evil at bay, we dance and



sing to run, we cannot flee in the real world, we are running from our self, we cannot hide from
what we are. If you’re wondering what I’m doing and why I’m doing it this way It is nothing to do
with what anyone else is gonna say Because there’s a million people and a half On the exact
same run And I’m not trying to copy someone I make your career out of this shit son.For me it’s
nothing more than art the same as any other course Something that growing up for almost daily
had to enforce Because there was no money for to put the pin to the paper In a place where food
was a daily fucking crime caper.When my mom and my dad Got straight and then sober It felt
like the pain and the suffering was over But it was temporary As these things seem to be For
how they felt about each other Had changed drastically.

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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